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Abstract: An improved mixed numerical and analytical procedure for solving the problem of determining the surfaces 
.Y’ and Y’ of a three-dimensional, aperture or volume extremized and ellipticized, bifocal, nonspherical, singlet 
optical, radar or sonar lens antenna defined by a system of four nonlinear partial differential equations with specified 
symmetry and boundary conditions subject to a minimizing side condition on the antenna focal length, of /number, 
is presented. The index of refraction n,, the maximum lens diameter 2b, and the bifocal off-axis angle JiO are 
assumed given. The results obtained are of approximately twice the accuracy of those computed in Part I. 
Keywords: Numerical minimization, nonlinear partial differential equations, geometrical optics, microwave and sonar 
antennas. 
Nomenclature 
9, 9’ 
x3 Y 
x, Y, z, XI, Y', zf 
z = z( x, y), z’ = z’(x’, y’) 
F, G, F', G', 59 
2h,, #o $ ;'z;;)j2b,, 
lens surfaces, 
independent variables, 
coordinates of points on 9 and Y’, 
equations of 9’ and 9”, 
coefficient functions and lens boundary curve, 
basic lens parameters, 
/number, or ratio of focal length to maximum lens 
diameter, 
primary and secondary foci, 
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coordinates of prime focus F, 
path length elements, 
path length and path length constant, 
wavefront and its z-axis intercept, 
points at ends of maximum diameter of lens, 
a general ray and particular rays through 8 and &“, 
direction angles of a general ray 9 with respect to 
z-axis at 9 and between 5“ and 9”, 
limiting absolute values of $I and w at 8 and &‘, 
angles 9 and 9’ make with y-axis at 8 and &‘, 
functions of co, ao, and WA, 
coefficients in double and single power series expan - 
sions of 9’ and 9’ ‘, 
traces of 9’ and 9” in meridional, or (y, z)-plane 
section of lens, 
coefficient functions, 
polynomial approximates to 9, Y’, 9 *, and 9’ * ‘, 
coefficients in YN, 9’;, Y$, and 9, ‘, 
eigenvalue-like determinants, 
particular rays as illustrated, 
coordinates of network points and associated angles, 
elements in A( &, +‘,) and A’(+,, $;), 
plane approximating W and path length difference, 
coefficients in expansions of A( +,, +;) and A’( +,, +;). 
In a previous paper 
two forms of solution 
by Sternberg, Grafton, and Childs [l], herein after referred to as Part I, 
were presented together with a numerical example, for the problem of . . 
computing the surfaces Y: z = Z(X, y) and 9”: z’ = z’(x’, y’) of a three-dimensional, minimal 
/number, aperture or volume extremized and ellipticized, bifocal, nonspherical, singlet optical, 
radar, or sonar lens antenna which-by Snell’s Law and the optical path length condition of 
Fermat’s principle-satisfy differential equations of the form 
1. Introduction 
dZ -= 
CIX 
f-2 
9’: 
i-3’ G -= 
aY ’ 
w, Y’) 
a(x, Y> 
a(x’, z’) 
ah Y) 
(1) 
symmetry conditions of the form 
z(-XT Y) =z(.& Y), z’( -x’, y’) = z’(x’, y’), 
z(x, -y>=+, Y), z’( x’, -y’) = z’(x’, y’), 
and boundary conditions of the form 
z(x, y) =0 and z’(x, y) =O, 
(2) 
(3) 
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Fig. 1. Minimal /number bifocal ellipticized lens with surfaces .4p and 9”. 
on the ellipse 
%?: (X2/%,2 cos’&J + (y2/b,2) = 1, z = 0. (4) 
In these equations it is assumed that the index of refraction n, > 1, the maximum lens diameter 
2b, > 0 and the bifocal, or off-axis, angle Go f 0 and that these are given and we understand x, 
Y, z, and x’, Y’, z’ all to be referred to the same set of axes. By minimal /number here we 
mean as previously that the focal length 1 z. 1, or equivalently the ratio of 1 to 1 to 2b,, 
4= I zo I/%,, h as attained a minimal value in the tangency sense described in detail in Part I for 
given values of the parameters n,, b,, and q0 noted. 
Here in Part II we extend the results of the two previously presented solutions to obtain more 
rapidly convergent results which, for the example computed in Part I, yield results of approxi- 
mately twice the accuracy for the solutions for the surfaces 9: z = z(x, Y) and 5“‘: z’ = 
z’( x’, Y’) with only negligibly increased computation. We do this using the basic polynomial 
approximation process of Part I modified by fitting an additional derivative at the points ~9 and 
8’ in Fig. 1 for each of the surfaces 9’ and 9” attaining thereby much improved ray tracing 
results. 
The coefficient functions F, G, F’, and G’ in (1) are as before combinations of rational and 
irrational expressions in the independent variables x and Y and the dependent variables 
x’ = x’(x, Y), Y’ = Y’(x, Y), z = z(x, Y) and z’ = z’(x’, Y’) = z’[x’(x, Y), Y’( x, Y)] and are 
given in detail in Part I. 
Geometrically the situation is as shown in the illustration. With symmetry and boundary 
conditions as in (l)-(4), the surfaces 9: z = z(x, Y) and 9”: z’ = z’(x’, Y’) are to be de- 
termined such that all rays 9 from the primary finite, perfect or stigmatic, focal point 9 at 
(x0, Y,, zO) where 
x0 = 0, Y, = [ b,2 + zi sec2$u] “2 sin $(), zo= - Izol, (5) 
emerge from the lens parallel to the (Y, z)-plane and at the angle -+!J~ to the z-axis, or focused 
at the infinite focal point 9& as illustrated, and all such that I z. 1, or equivalently the 
/number, /‘= I z. 1 /2bo, is minimized as described. 
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The new procedure for computing higher-order approximations for the surfaces 9: z = z( X, Y) 
and 9’: z’ = z’(x’, y’) is developed in Section 2 and the numerical example is presented, 
together with ray tracing results demonstrating its greater accuracy, in Section 3. 
Basic background material and information regarding applications is presented in Part I and 
the therein referenced documents and a recent general survey of related problems is contained in 
Sternberg [2]. 
2. New solutions for Sp and 9” 
Beginning by expressing the solutions for the surfaces 9’: z = z( x, y) and 9”: z’ = z’( x’, y’) 
again as combinations of polynomial approximations and double power series in the mixed 
forms 
2Ni2 
9: 
2N+2 
9’: 
(6) 
+ 5 f y~nX~2m[(X~2/coS2~0j +yy2- b,2] n, 
m=l n=l 
carrying the summations under the limit signs here to 2N + 2 instead of 2N + 1 as in Part I, we 
similarly approximate these expressions by polynomial approximations 9,,, and 9, as justified 
and explained in Part I, of the forms 
2N+2 
ev: z = nIzo &W)[(x2%os2hJ +Y2] n9 
2Ni2 (7) 
9’;: z’= nTo ,~;(N)[(x’~/cos~~~) +yr2]“, 
with the coefficients p,(N) and p,‘(N) for n = 0, 1,. . . ,2N + 2 now to be determined by the new 
improved method. 
The minimizing process for determining the focal length 1 z. 1, or /number, /= 1 z. l/26, 
remains unchanged and thus again reduces to solving the equations 
I% I 
4= 2b, = 
1 
tan L(<,, aO> + tan L(<,, WA) ’ 
f- k_! _ sin +LO 
2&l ([tan L(Eo, 6.$) - tan L(<,, w0)12 - 4 tan2$,]1’2 ’ 
(8) 
simultaneously for the parameter &, and the /P-number, where, for u = to and u = w0 or u = wh, 
the function L(u, u) is defined as L(u, u) = u + sin-‘[n, sin(u - u)] and w0 and WA are the 
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limiting absolute values of the angle w = tan-‘[( y’ - y)/( z’ - z)] at the points & and 8’ in Fig. 
1 and are computed as in Part I. 
Data available at completion of this stage of the process in addition to the basic parameters 
n,, 2b,, and GO are then values of the coordinates x0, y,, z. of the focal point 9 as in (5) and 
the angles and derived parameters 
6-,, +A, ao, 6 to, G, I z. I and f= I z. 1/2b,, (9 
as in Part I, but, in our example in the following, computed to greater accuracy. Here as before 
tan~o=(~o-~o)/lzoI and tan~~=(~o+~o)/IzoI, Go and c#& being the limiting values or 
absolute values of the angle + = tan-‘[( y - yo)/( z - zo)] at the points 6’ and 8’. 
To construct the new polynomial approximates to the surfaces Y: z = z(x, y) and 9’: z’ = 
z’(x, y’) we begin again by fitting 2N + 2 rays 90, 96, .A%?~~, 5??L1,. . . , 9-fNN, .A%‘~,,,, from the 
focus 9 at (x0, yo, zo) through the points 6’ and 6” and through the network of points on the 
(_Y, z)-plane traces 9; and 9’;’ of 9, and 9; shown in Fig. 2 which have been generated 
successively from the points marked &’ and &” in Fig. 2. Similarly as before requiring this 
sequence of rays go, L%$, . . . , LZNN, .?2;, to be perfectly controlled in both direction and path 
length and requiring in addition that the rays .A%‘~ and 5%‘; through 8 and 8’ be such that their 
rates of change of direction at B and 6“ be similarly controlled by the (y, z)-plane traces 9, 
and YN*’ of the approximate surfaces YN and 9; of degree 4N + 4 as in (7) then leads, 
similarly as in the simpler process of Part I, to the conclusion that solutions for the coefficients 
MN) and P,‘(N) can exist if and only if the eigenvalue-like angles +, and C& in Fig. 2 satisfy 
simultaneous determinantal equations of the forms 
b,2 b,4 . . . 
2b, 4b,3 ..a 
biM 
2Mb2M-’ 0 
2M(2M - 1) b;“-2 
ly 
2My,2M-1 
Ah 6) = 2 12bo” ... 
52 yp . . . 
2y 4y,’ . * * 
and 
j=l,2 ,..., N, M=2N+2, 
b,2 b,4 . . . 
2bo 4b,3 0.. 
A’(+,> 6) = 2 12bo’ . . . 
q.‘2 qr4 . . . 
2y 4y.13 . . . 
j=l,2 ,..., N, M=2N+2, 
2M(2M - l)b;“-2 
YJ 
r2M 
2My,lZM-’ 
BO 
dz 
dy 0 
d2z -- 
dy2 o 
Bo - z, 
tan Z, 
B; 
dz’ 
-dy’, 
d2z’ -- 
dyr2 0 
B; - ZJ’ 
tan ZJ’ 
(10) 
(11) 
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Fig. 2. Method of generating network of rays 9PN, and 9;, and points (y,, z,) for computation of the polynomial 
approximates 9’; and Y$‘. 
in which as before the determinantal elements are all known numbers or simply expressible 
elementary functions of the unknown parameters @I and +;. In fact, in (10) and (11) the 
quantities B,, 5, Zj, Ej in (10) and B,‘, ‘;‘, ZJ’, z; in (11) are exactly the same expressions 
B&‘,), I, Z,(&), ~j(44 and B&Q q’(6), Z,r(+‘,), Z;(+;) as those used in the simpler 
determinantal equations of Part I, given in part therein and more completely in the original work 
of Sternberg cited therein, while the quantities dz/dy 1 o, d2z/dy2 1 o and dz’/dy’I 0, 
d*z ‘/d y ‘* 1 o are given as in Part I by the expressions 
= H(Go,, oo) = -H(&, ~6) = -tan to, 
= K(o,) = -K(wA) = -tan (A, 
(12) 
and the expressions 
in terms of the previously computed parameters c#B~, wo, and c#$, 0;) noted in (9) where the 
functions H = H( +, w) and K = K(w) are defined, and the expansions (12) and (13) are 
obtained, as in the development of the series solutions given in Part I. Solving for the 
eigenvalue-like parameters C#Q and C#B; iteratively in (10) and (11) as before by linear interpolation 
between computed trial values of each determinant A(@,, +‘,) and A’(+,, +‘,) followed by 
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extrapolation along their line of common values to zero, we can then determine the coefficients 
MN) and P,‘(N) in (7) similarly as in Part I and in the original work of Sternberg noted, by 
solving any 2N + 2 of the 2N + 3 simultaneous linear equations 
2b,& + 4b,j& + . . . + 2A4bi”-’ &-%I =O, 
0 
spN: 2& + 12b$, + . . . +2M(2M- l)b,2”-2&, - 
d2z 
- =o, 
dy2 o 
(14) 
Y,“p1 + Ypp2 + . . . +y,2MpM + PO - z/ = 0, 
2y,p, + 4_$& + . . . +2hfyj”-‘pM + tan zj = O, 
j=l, 2,..., N, M=2N+2, 
for P,(N), P2(N), . . . , PM(N) where M=2N+2 and by solving any 2N+2 of the 2N+3 
simultaneous linear equations 
i 
b$; + b,$; + . . . +bi”b; + ,8; = 0, 
2b,& + 4b,$; + . . . +2Mb,fMp1/?; - - dz’ = y o ’ 0 
9;: t d2z’ 2&‘+12b$;+ ... +2A4(2J~Gl)b;~-~p;-p = 
dy’2 o 
0, 05) 
I y,'"pi + y,:"p; + . . . +y;““p; + p; - z; = 0, 2y,‘p; + 4y,t3p; + . . . + 2My,!2M-1j3~ + tan Ei = 0, 
j=l,2 ,..., N, M=2N+2, 
for Pi(N), P#V,. . . , pd( N) where M = 2N + 2 and where here as before the coordinates yj, 
z,, and y,‘, z; of the points in the network shown in Fig. 2 and the associated angles 5; and <,’ 
between the approximates 9’,, and y$’ and the y-axis at those points, have all first been 
evaluated as elementary functions y/, Z,, Ej and Y,‘, Zi, zJ! of +i or +; as in Part I and the 
earlier work. Recall here also that p,,(N) = B,( &) and ,8,‘(N) = B,‘( +i) are similarly elementary 
functions of the eigenvalue-like parameters +i and C$ and have separately been determined 
previous to the solution of the linear systems (14) and (15) for the remaining coefficients /3,(N) 
and /3,‘(N) for n=l,2 ,..., M=2N+2asinPart I. 
Finally, in actually solving the linear systems (14) and (15) numerically we may again use 
various tricks to reduce round-off errors such as solving all 2N + 3 possible subsets of 2N + 2 
equations in each of the systems (14) and (15) and averaging the results, or alternatively such as 
using least squares procedures to achieve the same ends. 
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3. Computational results and ray tracing analysis 
Starting with the same given values of the basic parameters as in Part I, that is to say taking 
n O = 1.594, 2b, = 18 and Go = 20”, and recomputing the several angles and focal length 
minimizing parameters (9) to higher accuracy using double arithmetic to reduce round off errors 
in our subsequent computations, we find for these data the results 
+,, = 46.090969 O, $I;, = 67.640547 O, 
wg = 31.144931” ) u;, = 41.276714”) 
&, = 8.8123611”, 5;,=70”, (16) 
y, = 3.6111057, z0 = - 5.1874850, 
1 z,, 1 = 5.1874850, /= 1 z. I/2& = 0.28819361, 
where as before all angles are measured in degrees. Similarly, for the derivatives (12) and (13) we 
find the values 
dz 
- 1.5502910 x lo-‘, 
dz’ -= 
dy 0 dy’, 
= - 2.7474774, 
d2z 
~ = -2.6321070 x 10-2, 
d2z’ 
dy2 0 
- = - 1.4540379. 
dy’2 o 
07) 
Using these intermediate results to evaluate the elements of the determinants A( &, +;) and 
A’( &, +‘,) in the eigenvalue-like equations (10) and (11) and taking the simplest case N = 1 
therein, whence dropping subscripts, the latter simplify to the equations 
A/‘&=&‘Y2(13b,2 - 5Y2) + .G?Y2( Y2 - b;) - 4b,2%?(4Y2 - b;) + 4b,@= 0, (18) 
and 
A’/&’ =~&“Y’~(13b; - 5Y’2 j + G?‘Y”( Y’2 - b,2 j - 4@‘(4Y” - b,2 j + 4b@’ = 0, 
(19) 
where 
Y?= 
1 
Y2-b; i 
~-- 
and similarly, 
B; 
o-q’ 
BO -- 
b,4’ 
tan Z B. 
g=T-Z’ 
B; -- 
o b,4 ’ 
(20) 
(21) 
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and where 
Q= 8biY3( Y2 - b,2)3, 8’ = 8h;Y'3(Y'2 - b;‘j3, (24 
we find for the eigenvalue-like parameters +i and $‘, the values 
c$, = 20.212064”) c& = 33.227834”) (23) 
by numerical solution of (18) and (19) as previously described for the general equations (10) and 
(11). Evaluating the leading coefficients /3,(N) and P,‘(N) for N = 1 from the formulas 
&,( N) = B, and b,‘(N) = B,' where B, = B,( +‘,) and B,’ = B,‘( $a,) as described earlier, we solve 
(14) and (15) for the remaining coefficients b,(N) and P,‘(N) for n = 1, 2,. . . , M = 2N + 2 = 4 
in the (y, z)-plane traces Y$ and 9;’ of the polynomial approximates YN and 9; of degree 
4N + 4 = 8 in (7) yielding the results 
& = 3.2501624 x lo-‘, p; = 7.5277068 X loo, 
pi = -2.1741753 X 10-3, ,8; = -7.1007352 x 10p2, 
p2 = 8.8252838 x 10-5, j?; = - 3.7368253 X 10p4, 
& = - 2.3185324 x 10p6, p; = 8.3002059 X 10p6, 
p, = 1.1713511 x 10-8, ,&4/ = - 8.6776644 x lo-‘. 
(24) 
This completes the improved design and the numerical solution of the example problem. 
To test these results and demonstrate the improvements in accuracy obtained we ray trace the 
ellipticized lens formed by the surfaces YN and 9; in (7) as described in Part I. Thus, tracing 
rays from the focus F at (x0, y,, zo) as in (5), with numerical values of y. and z0 as in (16), to 
the plane W* passing through the point z = a0 = 10 on the z-axis and perpendicular to both 
the direction -#. relative to the z-axis and also to the (y, z)-plane, we find for the path length 
differences 
A P = P - PO = P - [ bi + zi sec*$,] 1’2 - a, cos Go, (25) 
as in Part I where PO = 19.955093, that 1 AP 1 Max = bo/150 while the path length error AP as a 
function of position in the aperture plane W * is as shown in Fig. 3. However, the magnitude of 
1 AP 1 Max does not alone tell the whole story here in the way it did before, but rather, since the 
positive excursions of AP here are somewhat less than the negative excursions, it follows as 
noted earlier that the present results, as regards the lens design, are of approximately twice the 
accuracy of those obtained in Part I. 
The ray tracing along with all of the basic computations was done using double precision 
Fortran on an Apollo computer using the standard Apollo Fortran compiler and, as noted 
earlier, only negligibly increased computation resulted from the various analytical and numerical 
changes made here in Part II as compared to the amount of computation required in Part I. 
Finally, we note for the record, that in plotting AP in Fig. 5 of Part I, an inadvertent error 
was made in its algebraic sign, the plot actually shown there being - A P not A P. However, the 
sign of AP is of no particular significance as regards the conclusions drawn in Part I, the 
important criteria being the value of I AP I Max as noted therein and, applying here in Part II, 
the same one-eighth wavelength tolerance condition for diffraction limited beamforming to the 
value I A P I Max z b&50, noted earlier above for the new lens antenna, we find that the new 
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Fig. 3. Path length error AP for the computed example. Here gW and g$,, and xW and yW are the projections of the 
points & and b’ and the (x, y)-axes on the plane W *. The error AP is shown in exaggerated scale while 
Max ( AP 1 = b,/150. 
lens can form, at its highest operating frequency, simultaneous beams in the directions +I),, to 
the z-axis having half-power width, or far field resolving power, of the order of 1.75 O. 
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